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knowledge…imagination…

We are a leading commercial consulting
contractor with extensive experience
across the entire range of installed sound,
lighting and presentation systems and all
the associated IT, networking and
communications technology, documentation
and training.

We believe that our success comes from truly
appreciating what our customers want to
achieve and then applying our knowledge
and experience in the most appropriate
technical and practical way to deliver that –
effectively and efficiently.

All our senior engineers and project managers
are employed directly by us and this allows
them to undertake peer reviews, using each
other’s skills and experience to ensure that all
circumstances are fully evaluated.

We are completely independent and supply
the equipment and software we believe best
for the project, without commercial bias –
and our own project management experience

and day-to-day involvement with procure-
ment specialists, architects and construction
companies means that we know what it takes
to get the job done… and done on time…
and in budget.

And we don’t stop there. As part of the
project we will produce comprehensive
documentation in the form of Operations and
Maintenance Manuals and full schematics
and wiring records. And if you would like, we
are quite happy to provide customised
training for staff at any level.

To see how we might match your particular
requirements please visit our website, which
has a detailed portfolio of our projects in an
extensive, searchable database.

the purchase decision

At Oxford Sound & Media, we specialise in integrated broadcast technology,
sound and light for theatres, performance spaces, educational facilities,
conference centres and presentation suites – plus related media systems.
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skills…expertise…

technical competencies

Our independence from any manufacturer or supplier of equipment gives us
the flexibility to develop the right mix of software and hardware to meet the
requirements and budget.

This also helps develop an unusually high level of specialist technical skill to integrate complex
systems accurately and efficiently and to ensure that they are not only ‘fit for purpose’ – but fit for
that client’s purpose.

Our in-house skills include: 
Experienced Engineers to undertake comprehensive system design and
documentation using CAD techniques

Teams of skilled Wiring and Assembly Technicians to implement the designs

Powerful Project Managers to “make it happen” and appropriate administration
to control all aspects of the project

Custom cabinet making facility and staff so that technical furniture is integrated
into the whole project process

Turnkey Radio Stations

Central Technical Areas

Radio studio refurbishment
& relocations

Continuity desks

Television Studio sound systems

Sound  and multi-media 
production studios

Broadcast communication 
systems

Presentation & Conference 
facilities

Media Asset Management 
software and systems

Control systems to integrate 
complete building systems

IT systems integration

Digital Signage

Voice alarm and
evacuation systems

Sound reinforcement systems

Public address and information 
systems

Theatre communications 
networks

Digital video projection 

Production and architectural 
lighting & control systems

Specialist design to suite
the project

Ergonomic testing

Custom-construction and 
finishes available

Integrated cable and
heat management

Technical FurnitureSound & LightMedia SystemsBroadcast
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our independence from any
manufacturer or supplier of

equipment and systems gives us
the flexibility to develop the right

mix of software and hardware to
meet the requirements and budget
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experience…

“We appointed Oxford Sound & Media following a
competitive tender invitation and they won this both
on compliance and price! This was a textbook job
completed on time with all of the drawings and
technical data. We were extremely pleased.”
Keith McLaren, Principal Consultant -
Carr & Angier - Milton Keynes Theatre

“Oxford Sound & Media has a proven track record
as one of the best system integrators in the country,
and I am delighted to have such a professional team
on board for this exciting development in the future
of the GWR Group."
Tim Donaldson, GWR Head of Engineering

"from the AMS to the Tea Machine - the job has
gone well and we are pleased with the service that
Oxford Sound & Media have given us" commented
BBC's project manger.
Peter Newbury, BBC Television Project Manager

"Real Radio is pleased to be working with Oxford
Sound & Media on the state-of-the-art installation in
South Wales. The expertise and efficiency of the
company are second to none. When setting up a big
regional station like Real Radio, with five studios,
Oxford Sound & Media have proved time and again
that they are more than capable of handling the job
and more importantly delivering the finished
product, on time, under tight deadlines.”
John Simons, Real Radio's Programme Director
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introduction

an enviable track record 
Contracts successfully completed for major clients include:

BBC Radios 1,2,3,4,5

BBC World Service

BBC Television

BBC Local Radio

GWR/GCap Media plc

Capital Radio/GCap Media plc

ITN

Saga Radio

Chrysalis/Heart FM

Guardian Media Group

Reuters

RADA

Royal Exchange Theatre, Manchester

Royal Shakespeare Company

Royal Albert Hall

Royal Festival Hall

Soho Writers Theatre

Cleo Laine & Johnny Dankworth Jazz Club

Athens Concert Hall

City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra

Taylor Made Films

Cherwell District Council

South Oxfordshire District Council

Vale of the White Horse District Council

IBM

Educational Establishments: Oxford University

University of Malta

Oxford Brookes University

Guildhall School of Music & Drama

Wolverhampton University

Numerous School/College

Drama & AV projects;

- Marlborough School

- Fitzharrys School

- St Edwards School Oxford
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the oxford factor…

making it happen

Any competent contractor should be able to take a brief, produce designs and
undertake an installation.

But what lifts a job above the average and makes it good is imagination. 

The imagination to listen and interpret the brief properly, provide relevant creativity in design,
source appropriate technology, show the required resourcefulness to get the job done accurately
and on time, demonstrate financial acumen, and understand the demands of change management.

In fact we relish the inspiring challenge of the new and unusual.

At Oxford Sound & Media we aim to;

appreciate what is trying to be achieved

recognise how people think, act and interact

understand the ‘real world’ context of the project

work to outcome-based specifications

predict the problems and present alternatives
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…what lifts a job above
the average and makes it

good is imagination
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Client: Leading London Pall Mall Club:
Royal Overseas League
Original brief: A modern presentation system into period
building during renovation.
The Oxford Factor: Designed and installed a comprehensive
and technically advanced system integrated into a complex
and developing refurbishment schedule. This required
maintaining close and flexible relations with the architect.

Client: Keble College, Oxford
Original brief: Sound reinforcement for historic
listed dining hall.
The Oxford Factor: Designed, supplied and installed a system
that overcame the long reverberation time within the hall. Of
course, it had to respect the fabric of historic building and be
discreet – even to making an oak lectern to match the existing
surroundings. Pre-set and remote control operations were
incorporated for easy client use. 

Client: Radio U105, Belfast [Ulster Television plc]
Original brief: Contemporary, but cost-effective,
digital radio broadcast suites.
The Oxford Factor: Developed turnkey design and installation
for a central technical area, two studios and a commercial
production studio. Extensive experience of radio broadcast
suites and knowledgeable, pragmatic and even unusual
selection of equipment precisely suited to the demands of the
studio – produced an excellent result, operational in half the
‘normal’ expected time.

Client: Manchester Royal Exchange Theatre
Original brief: Modern sound and communications to be
installed following bomb damage within a complex two period
infrastructure – both Victorian and 1970s.
The Oxford Factor: Added creativity in concealing extensive
equipment, speakers and wiring within an architecturally
complex theatre-in-the-round – made up of three rotated
septagons – without being able to alter the main structure
in any way.

Client: Saga Radio, Nottingham and Birmingham
Original brief: Turnkey radio station build.
The Oxford Factor: Created an ergonomic, advanced studio
system using custom-built furniture from Oxford Sound &
Media’s own resources, with the added advantage of
minimising on-site disruption through effective pre-fabrication.

Oxford Sound & Media / key project achievements…

Royal Overseas League

Keble College

Manchester Royal Exchange Theatre
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Oxford Sound & Media / key project achievements…

Client: Various County and District Councils
Original Brief: Speaker amplification system
and conference systems. 
The Oxford Factor: Developed complete systems for council
chambers that include full audibility for all councillors and
members of the public, plus the capability to be used for full
accountability purposes including web interfaces.

Client: BBC Local Radio Network
Original brief: Implement the IBM Radioman networked
audio system at all BBC local radio stations.
The Oxford Factor: Helped define the working requirements
of this major, £1 million + project for the introduction of
non-linear editing and digital media asset management.
Developed procedures, planned and controlled the logistics for
a two-team rolling one-year implementation programme
covering over 30 semi-autonomous stations with very different
characteristics.

Client: Royal Academy of Dramatic Art 
Original brief: Supply audio, communications and cue-lighting
systems in three performance theatres and three sound
recording studios.
The Oxford Factor: Designed and installed systems for use in
working theatres and studios – but also of a quality required to
train future professional technicians, and all in a very small
physical space. Helped to build in robustness to provide
extremely good whole-life costs.

Client: Century FM and XFM, Manchester [GCap Media plc]
Original brief: Refurbish and upgrade existing station and
integrate new franchise within the original space.
The Oxford Factor: Following the merger to create GCap,
created and implemented a total project plan for a major
refurbishment of the existing Century FM Salford studio site
while adding the new XFM station – a total of six transmission
studios and nine recording booths. This had to address human
resources, operational and technical issues; and liaison with
staff, producers, and construction managers to ensure
continued transmission throughout.

Sound & Light Systems at RADA

Commercial Digital Radio Studio U105 Belfast

BBC Digital Radio Studio Aberdeen
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Client: Bournemouth International Centre
Original brief: A comprehensive sound reinforcement and
production lighting system for a very large auditorium.
The Oxford Factor: Designed and built the required systems
and infrastructure to accommodate the large speaker arrays
and lighting trusses and related control equipment in an
unobtrusive manner.

Client: BBC World Service Trust
Original brief: A fully functioning radio station for Basra, Iraq.
The Oxford Factor: Planned, designed, developed and built
a complete, prefabricated studio ready for transport to Basra
in southern Iraq. Detailed training of the Iraqi operators to be
completely self-sufficient. It’s not every company that designs
a whole radio station to be airfreighted to its destination. 

Client: Royal Albert Hall 
Original brief: Upgrade voice alarm control system.
The Oxford Factor: Created a high integrity, high reliability
system for use in extreme situations – fitted into the fabric of a
protected building – based on research shows that in
emergencies clear and precise voice instructions induce less
panic and a more orderly evacuation. Integrated a new control
system with an existing speaker system that was
undocumented and required extensive surveying.

Client: Royal Festival Hall
Original brief: Upgrade voice evacuation system. 
The Oxford Factor: Needed to work with and gain the trust
and approval of heritage staff at all stages of the project.
Although only built in the 1960s, this landmark of London’s
South Bank is a Grade 1 listed building and the concrete
construction especially brought with it a different set of issues
when compared with a ‘normal’ historic building, including
hiding the latest speakers behind 1960s grilles. 

Client: Laing Construction
Original brief: Specialist project management of theatre project.
The Oxford Factor: Asked to second a specialist project
manager to the main building contractor, although initially only
appointed as just one of three specialist suppliers.
Co-ordinated the total theatre technical input: sound and
communications, production lighting, and stage machinery.

Oxford Sound & Media / key project achievements…

key project achievements…

Newport Arts Centre

Royal Albert Hall

Laing Construction
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Oxford Sound & Media / key project achievements…

Client: GWR Bristol Media Centre [now GCap plc]
Original brief: Create one of the country’s largest commercial
radio studio complexes.
The Oxford Factor: Key engineers and project managers are
directly employed but there is still the ability to scale up to
undertake significantly sized projects. The (then) GWR Group
required an 18-studio turnkey media centre, using the most
advanced digital technology available.

Client: Afro-Caribbean Millennium Centre, Birmingham
Original brief: Develop the facilities for a public access radio
station and all supporting media training suites.
The Oxford Factor: Working with a passionate, but
non-technical, customer with the vision to provide a service to
the local community, helped realise the dream of the radio
station, with additional media training suites for audio, video,
web and graphics – plus a visitor centre.

Client: Orange/Arrows Formula One Grand Prix Team
Original brief: Total Immersion Audio/Visual Experience
for F1 Simulator.
The Oxford Factor: Developed and installed 3D vision,
surround sound audio and sub-audible vibration feedback to
the occupants of a multi seat formula 1 car simulator by
integrating the best of professional A/V equipment into the
demanding environment of a formula one car.

Client: Westminster Abbey
Original brief: Report into system and wiring infrastructure.
The Oxford Factor: Undertook technical investigation and
prepared report. Developed detailed recommendations for
sensitive, efficient maintenance and design of future
installations recognising the unique fabric of the building.

Client: Public funding and grant bodies
Original brief: Provide financial and technical
verification audits.
The Oxford Factor: Many of the projects are publicly funded
and have official reporting requirements. Our financial expertise
includes qualified accountants and auditors and the company
is familiar with providing appropriate formal reports and
supporting documentation for sale and leaseback contracts.

Afro-Caribbean Millennium Centre

Westminster Abbey

Orange/Arrows Formula One Grand Prix Team
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Oxford Sound & Media

provide elegant designs
and first class installations.

We work in a focused,
co-operative and efficient
way to make your project
happen smoothly.

“
“

Andrew Riley
Managing Director

             



Unit 11, Threshers Yard, Kingham,
Oxfordshire, OX7 6YF. UK

telephone : +44(0)1608 659025
fax : +44(0)1608 659806
email : mail@oxfordsound.com
web : www.oxfordsound.com

 


